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Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code

Nurture the IBC baby
It is a myth to assume that valuations are precise, one can only be less wrong

We will continue to boost the potential
of the Russian navy, develop its bases
and infrastructure, arm it with
state-of-the-art weapons. A strong and
sovereign Russia needs a powerful and
well-balanced navy. Many of our
weapons have the capabilities that have
no analogues in the world, and some will
remain unrivaled for a long time to come

B SAMBAMURTHY

Vladimir Putin
Russian President

Boost to vaccination drive

T

he approval for the ﬁrst vaccine for
children comes as a big boost to India’s
vaccination drive. The signiﬁcance of
the three-dose ZyCov-D, the ﬁrst needle-free, plasma DNA-based vaccine, is that it
has been developed indigenously by Zydus
Cadila in partnership with the Department of
Biotechnology. It adds to the vaccine basket and
constitutes a breakthrough for the home-grown
drug maker. This second indigenous vaccine
after Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin can be administered for children in the 12–18-year age group
and it has shown a primary efficacy of over 66%
in the Phase-III clinical trials. There is also hope
of a two-dose regimen in near future. To be
given at intervals of 28 and 56 days using the
painless PharmaJet needle-free applicator, it will
bring adolescents within the ambit of vaccination. The opening of schools thus could become
a reality soon. At a time when India needs to
ramp up its vaccination programme to achieve
herd immunity quickly, the emergency approval
for a new indigenous vaccine will be of a major
help. Though the inoculation drive is picking up
momentum in the country, it still falls short of
the original target of
covering the entire
eligible adult population — nearly 95
Nod for Zydus Cadila
crore — by the end of
Covid vaccine for
the year. Compared
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with countries like
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the United States and
vaccination programme
UK, the vaccination
coverage in India is
quite low. In the last
two weeks, India administered an average over 55 lakh doses per day
and at this rate 75% of the population would be
covered by the end of the year.
It is because of the slow pace of vaccination
that India’s GDP growth forecast has been lowered from 9.6% to 9.4% in 2021-22 by Fitch India
Ratings. The rating agency had earlier estimated
that India can expect 9.6% growth if all people
above the age of 18 get vaccinated by December
31, 2021. In case India fails to achieve this target,
the GDP may slip to 9.1%. India needs about 200
crore doses of Covid-19 vaccine, including the
provision for wastage, to cover the entire population. There is an urgent need to expand the
vaccine basket by roping in foreign mRNA vaccines for production in India. The Centre and the
States are required to work in tandem on a mission mode to increase vaccination coverage.
Data shows that though one-fourth of the world
is now fully vaccinated against Covid-19, only
0.6% of people in the poorest nations ﬁgure
among them, while 50% people are fully inoculated in the richest nations. The stark difference
in numbers only highlights the lack of cohesive,
determined effort at the global level to combat
the coronavirus, and how it could mar the march
against the pandemic.

The blame game around non-performing assets (NPAs) is so much in abundance that even after apportioning
blame to various actors (lenders, errant
borrowers, auditors, rating agencies,
supervisors, government, analysts,
award givers, etc), there is plenty left on
the table unclaimed. This attitude only
delays objective diagnosis and remedial
measures. A similar blame game appears to have engulfed the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code (IBC).
Mercifully, the IBC, the landmark
legislation (2016), gave a booster shot to
resolve some of the zombie businesses,
particularly large corporates. Till the
other day, paeans of praise were showered by the high and mighty on the performance of the IBC and deservedly so.
But this year, almost in a U-turn, the
same IBC has become a butt of criticism. The recent comments by the Parliamentary Committee only make the
chorus louder.
What has gone wrong in this short
span of one year? One of the villains of
the piece is massive haircuts in some
large corporate accounts. The IBC appears to be caught in the crosshairs of
quick resolution and maximising value.
Is quick resolution and maximising
value a Holy Grail or an oxymoron? The
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of
India (IBBI) is on record that it cannot
deliver on multiple objectives and
they lean on a Nobel laureate to buttress this claim.
Performance evaluation of the IBC is
quite divergent – excellent, good but
can do better to failure. In the narrative
of Daniel Kahneman, another Nobel
laureate, this is a typical case of Noise
— unwanted divergence of judgement.
This begs the question: How does one
evaluate performance with a fair degree
of objectivity? One of the models goes
like this:
Output: What the organisation is expected to see or deliver? This deﬁnes
the quality and scale of activities.
Outcome: What the organisation
wants to see? What other stakeholders
do with the Output?
Impact: What policymakers hope to
see? What may be the long-term
development?
OUTPUT: The IBBI has
resolved/closed over 2,600 cases
during 2017-21. The average time
taken is brought down to 1.6 years
against the earlier dilatory regimes
run rate of 4.3 years. Its average recovery rate of 45% beats by miles
the dilatory incumbent recovery
regimes like Sarfaesi (26%), DRT
(4%), Lok Adalat (6%) and ARCs
(17%). It is difficult to dismiss the
output. These averages tell a broad
story. But one may not be faulted in
asking for more, ie, reduce time and
maximise realisations.
OUTCOME: The resolution is faster
than ever though it spills over the initial time limit set by the IBC. In many
cases, these productive assets are
redeployed unless they are con-

signed to liquidation dock. Some of
these cases are claimed to be dead
on arrival cases. But the lenders incurred huge haircuts, and in some
cases as high as 95%. While this is
the butt of criticism, the IBBI belabours that it gives precedence to
quick resolution and cannot deliver
on multiple objectives. Lenders demand Holy Grail.
IMPACT: One cannot deny the fact
that initially it sent shivers down the
errant borrowers by divesting them
of the divine right to continue to own
and manage the companies they
pushed to bankruptcy. A discernible
observer cannot miss the positive incentive to try hard to keep the credit
performing and disincentive to moral
hazard. One begins to see signs of
improvement of credit culture.
Haircuts: Long and Short
Lenders and lately the Parliamentary
Standing Committee frown upon huge
haircuts. Valuation issues, legal delays
and lack of marketing are the main contributory factors. There is a delay between the time the account sours (even
before classiﬁed as NPA) and its actual
resolution. Time delay is natural.
Improving outcome,
output and impact
There is a lot of controversy and confusion around valuation of the enterprise.
Prof Aswath Damodar of NYS University, considered as the Guru of Valuation, lays out three fundamental approaches to valuation.
Intrinsic valuation: The key drivers
are cash flows, growth rate/potential and riskiness of cash flows. Anything else is pricing and not
valuation.
Relative valuation: The key driver is
comparable businesses in the sector.
Contingent valuation: The valuation
is contingent on fulfillment of certain
conditions like licences, government
approvals, IPR, etc.
Firstly, he enlightens that valuation is
neither science nor art but a craft. Thus,
it requires several years if not decades
of experience of actually doing. Secondly, valuation is a bridge between
business story and number crunching
and the construction shall begin with
building story. Valuation is interplay of
story and numbers. The story shall not
be a fairy tale but shall be possible, plausible and probable. Thirdly, he likens
valuation challenge to Bermuda triangle of Bias, Uncertainty and
Complexity and offers solutions. Cash
ﬂows, value creating growth rate and
risk are the principal sources of value.
But these sources are besotted by
Bermuda triangle.

India

the hotspot

Aligning Valuation to Context
Business stress or ﬁnancial stress, cyclical downturn or secular decline, going
concern or gone concern are some of
the contexts that need to be aligned to a
particular valuation approach. There is
no one size ﬁts all. But lenders/creditors need to recognise whatever be the
reason, a lot of value is destroyed and
this precisely drove them to the arms of
the IBC. It is futile to chase intrinsic
value, and haircuts are inevitable.
Explain Valuation Divergence
Valuations vary and depend on the context and one may not expect to realise
intrinsic value many a time. Nonetheless, the huge differences by an order of
magnitude in valuations by the IBBI
valuers and debtor’s auditor need to be
reconciled to ensure objectivity, transparency, high degree of skill and care,
and of course, integrity.
Strengthen Resolution Ecosystem
The IBBI, National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), Committee of Creditors
(CoC), Resolution Professionals (RP),
valuers, Information Utilities, comprise
the critical ecosystem components.
Most of the players are new to the
game. The trust level among these actors leaves much to be desired and
needs to improve. The NCLT suffers
from a huge staff and talent shortage to
deliver time-bound quality judgments
narrowing the scope for further litigation. These need to be ﬁxed early.
The IBBI and CoC need to come out
with a robust framework for valuation.
There is a need to develop top-notch
professionals to run the companies
under the IBC process. This will help
mitigate erosion in value and even improve it.
Encourage Global Participation
The size of our stressed asset market is
over $150 billion with many individual
cases of over $1 billion. This is a global
scale and as such, it may be useful to
source global expertise. The CoC
should lead from the front, including
marketing these accounts globally. Junk
bond market needs to be developed.
These measures would enhance output,
outcome and impact of IBC.
Large corporate lending market’s
doors were wide open in the earlier
decades but the exit door wasn’t. Virtually these borrowers had a lock on the
exit doors. The IBC has started taking
baby steps and got the keys. It is important that the government nurtures the
baby and does not throw it away.
“It is a myth to assume that valuations are precise. One can only be less
wrong”.
(The author is a former banker
and Director, IDRBT)

Amartya Sen
Nobel laureate

You need to have scientific data if you
want the development to reach to the
last person in society. When animals and
trees are counted, why can’t there be a
caste-based census? We should know
people of which caste are the most
deprived; who are the beggars? Who are
the people who pull rickshaw, or those
who are landless?

Tejashwi Yadav
RJD leader

This BJP government is run by the
corporate, of the corporate and for the
corporate. This government has been
completely privatised by crony
capitalists. Under the garb of National
Monetisation Pipeline, it is actually a
privatisation programme. They are
selling off everything — from railways
to ports and highways. This is a
bankrupt government

Sukhendu
Sekhar Roy
TMC MP

Singapore is grateful for the US efforts
to combat terrorism in Afghanistan.
..What matters is how the US
repositions itself in the Asia Pacific,
engages the broader region and
continues to fight against terrorism,
because that will determine the
perceptions of the countries of the
US’ global priorities

Lee Hsien Loong
Singapore’s
Prime Minister

Make mistake but make sure you don’t
commit the same mistake again

Clean drinking water for all in Puri
Puri had just become the first city in India to provide clean, piped drinking water to all of its
250,000 residents. “Puri has now joined the elite
group of international cities like London, New
York and Singapore in supplying quality potable
water from municipal taps throughout the day,”
enthused Odisha’s Chief Minister, Naveen Patnaik. The scheme is important for a host of different reasons.

Indian democracy and Pegasus blues
Some of us may still remember the melody “Let’s
start at the very beginning.” In the The Sound of
Music, the melody formed the opening to the
song “Do Re Me,” which was used to teach the
seven von Trapp siblings the basics of music. The
Pegasus spy scandal, which may rock Indian
democracy, also requires us to return to the basics and confront four fundamental truths.

Acquiring and sharing knowledge comes
first (on evaluation model). ...When we
learn something for the first time, when
we first comprehend the matter....is that
linked with evaluation? We have to see.
Evaluation will be certainly of use, but
how much and in what way? We have to
see if there is a link between evaluation
and real education

Letters to
the Editor

Stepping stones

Crime against humanity

T

In spite of the Taliban’s claim that
they have transformed, their efforts to subject thousands of
women to sexual slavery give an
opposite picture. Forcing women
into sexual slavery under the pretext of marriage is a crime, or
rather, a crime against humanity.
Strict measures must be taken to
prevent atrocities against women
in Afghanistan. There must be international pressure to deter the
Taliban from committing such terrible acts. Lifting of sanctions
against the Taliban must be conditional. An immediate ceasefire
must be called for. Punitive measures must be taken against the
perpetrators of sexual violence.
Venu GS, Kollam

his refers to ‘Looking beyond setbacks’ (August
23). ISRO and many
other scientific organisations,
including those outside India,
have experienced setbacks.
However, setbacks should
make us remember the famous quote ‘Don’t be afraid
to make mistake. But make
sure you don’t commit the
same mistake again’. Of
course, those who work on
such projects cannot be complacent and do self-introspection, but at the same time
should understand that failures and setbacks are stepping stones to success.
N Rajagopalan, Hyderabad
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